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programming in Arduino 

IDE
Step by step manual 
for Windows users
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1. Download and install

1.1 Download archive ArduinoForNanopix.zip:
https://www.minibot.tech/programming_tools/ArduinoForNanopix.zip

1.2 Download archive NanopixGroundStation.zip:
https://minibot.tech/programming_tools/NanopixGroundStation.zip

You can also find them on resources page:

1.3 Unpack archive 
ArduinoForNanopix.zip and run the installer: 
ArduinoForNanopix-x.x.exe

1.4 Unpack archive  NanopixGroundStation.zip 
and run installer: NanopixGroundStation-x.x.exe
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Important: do not update Arduino version, it is 
very important to use 1.6.9 version, that you 
downloaded from www.minibot.tech

https://www.minibot.tech/programming_tools/ArduinoForNanopix.zip
https://minibot.tech/programming_tools/NanopixGroundStation.zip


2.  NanopixGroundStation setup

2.1  Run installed program 
NanopixGroundStation:

2.2  Plug the battery to Nanopix board and 
connect your PC to Nanopix Wi-Fi network. It 
will be called like this: Nanopix<number>
(default password: 12345678)

While PC is not connected 
with Nanopix - you will see 
“Disconnected” icon here. 3



2.  NanopixGroundStation setup

2.3  After Wi-Fi initialization you will see 
successfully connection icon in 
NanopixGroundStation

2.4  Here you can control your NANOPIX, modify 
parameters, calibrate, flash firmwares, etc. 

UI elements for controlling the drone:

● Forward / backward / left / right movements and 
arm/disarm motors button

● Automatic takeoff/land and altitude control

● Yaw controls and headfree checkbox

● Mission start/stop button (mission = a program 
that you wrote and flash to NANOPIX)
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3.  Arduino IDE setup

3.1  Run ArduinoForNanopix program and 
open TakeoffYawRotateLand example:

3.2 Select Nanopix V8 Board
Tools > Board > Nanopix V8
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Nanopix V8



4.  Compile and flash

4.1  Ensure that Nanopix Ground Station is 
connected to NANOPIX:

4.3  After successful flashing you will get 
notification from Nanopix Ground Station:
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4.2  Click “Upload” button in Arduino:



5. Run flashed program

5.1  You can start your mission from Android/iOS 
application. Click this button to start:

5.2  Another way to start the mission - do it via 
Nanopix Ground Station. Click this button to 
start:
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6.  Run your mission

6.1  Mission will start 1 second after pushing the button.

In this example (TakeoffYawRotateLand) NANOPIX will 
take off, then rotate 90 degrees clockwise, then rotate 
back to initial yaw, then land.

6.2  If you want to flash new firmware (mission) 
to NANOPIX - stop current mission (if running):
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Program does not flash to NANOPIX
● Flashing started, but interrupted with error:

● This should fix it: 
○ try again
○ reboot NANOPIX via replug battery connector

Flashing can’t start
● This should fix it: ensure that Nanopix Ground Station 

connected to the drone and shows ‘green’ status:

Troubleshooting

Wi-Fi connected, but Nanopix Ground Station doesn’t show 
anything

● This should fix it: disable antivirus or add this app to 
exceptions

or

● This should fix it: disable Windows Firewall or add app to 
exceptions
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Can’t connect to NANOPIX Wi-Fi network

● Forgot network password
This should fix it: plug battery to NANOPIX and leave it for 
5 minutes. After that NANOPIX will automatically reset the 
password to default 12345678.



The smartphone is losing Wifi connection with NANOPIX drone all the time 
(Android 8+ frequent problem)

Before Wi-Fi connection disable next things:
1. mobile data

2. hotspot Wi-Fi point

This should fix it:
● If your smartphone loses internet-less connections, try to disable such 

behavior in Wi-Fi settings.

Or / and

● Try to setup static IP for NANOPIX Wi-Fi network Nanopix<number>: 
change DHCP to Static. Enter the next IP and Gateway:

○ IP address: 192.168.43.100
○ Gateway: 192.168.43.1

Troubleshooting
1. Open Wi-Fi settings and setup static 
IP address: 
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RGB leds controlling:
void setLEDsColors(Color forwardColor, Color backwardColor) - 
set colors for forward and backward onboard LEDs. 

Color structure initializetion: 
Color(R, G, B), where R, G, B - color channels in range [0..255]

Usage example: Arduino IDE > File > Examples > NanopixV7 > BlinkScript

Start/stop motors:
void armMotors() - arm motors 
void disarmMotors() - disarm motors immediately

Usage example: Arduino IDE > File > Examples > NanopixV7 > ArmDisarm

Nanopix API
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Yaw rotation controlling:

● void setYawDegrees(float target_yaw_deg, 

 float speed_deg_sec = DEFAULT_YAW_SPEED, 

 bool is_blocking = true) - set absolute yaw angle in degrees (in range [-180, 180]) 

with angle speed (in range [6, 55]). Default speed: 35 deg/sec.

● void rotateYawDegrees(float target_yaw_deg, 

    float speed_deg_sec = DEFAULT_YAW_SPEED, 

    bool is_blocking = true) - rotate drone by yaw (in range [-180, 180]) relative 

with angle speed (in range [6, 55]). Default speed: 35 deg/sec. Positive angle ~ clockwise rotation.

● is_blocking option means next: if true - function will wait till the end of the maneuver,       else - 

returns control with background maneuver execution (by default: enabled).

Usage example: Arduino IDE > File > Examples > NanopixV8 > TakeoffYawRotateLand

Nanopix API
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Vertical movement controlling:

● void setTargetAltitude(float meters, float max_speed = DEFAULT_POS_Z_MOVE_SPEED, 

     bool is_blocking = true) - set absolute altitude value in meters (in range [0.15, 

3.0]) with target speed (in range [0.1, 0.75]). Default speed: 0.2 m/s.

● void offsetTargetAltitude(float delta_meters, float max_speed = DEFAULT_POS_Z_MOVE_SPEED, 

        bool is_blocking = true) - change target altitude relative (in range [-3.0, 

3.0]) based on current altitude with target speed (in range [0.1, 0.75]). Default speed: 0.2 m/s.

● is_blocking option means next: if true - function will waiting end of maneuver, else - returns control 

with background maneuver execution (by default: enabled).

Automatic takeoff and landing:
void takeoff(bool is_blocking = true) - enable motors and move the drone to 60cm altitude.

void land(bool is_blocking = true) - move the drone to the surface and disable motors.

Usage example: Arduino IDE > File > Examples > NanopixV8 > AltitudeMission

Nanopix API
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Coordinate based movement controlling:

● void setTargetPos(float pos_x, float pos_y, float pos_z, float vel_x = DEFAULT_POS_SPEED, 

float vel_y = DEFAULT_POS_SPEED, float vel_z = DEFAULT_POS_Z_MOVE_SPEED, 

bool is_blocking = true) - set absolute position in meters with target speed (in range 

[0.1, 1.0]). Default speed: 0.4 m/s.

● void offsetTargetPos(float pos_dx, float pos_dy, float pos_dz, float vel_x = DEFAULT_POS_SPEED, 

   float vel_y = DEFAULT_POS_SPEED, float vel_z = DEFAULT_POS_Z_MOVE_SPEED, 

   bool is_blocking = true) - relative movement (in range [-5.0, 5.0]) based on current 

position with target speed (in range [0.1, 1.0]). Default speed: 0.4 m/s.

● is_blocking option means next: if true - function will be waiting for the end of the maneuver,      else - 

returns control with background maneuver execution (by default: enabled).

● void moveForward(float dist, float speed = DEFAULT_POS_SPEED, bool is_blocking = true) - high level 

function, moves the drone forward (using offsetTargetPos inside)

Same simple functions: moveBackward, moveLeft, moveRight.

Usage examples: Arduino IDE > File > Examples > NanopixV8 > CoordinateBasedMission, SquareOneMeter

Nanopix API
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Sensors data retrieving:

int getAltitude() - returns current drone’s altitude (in centimeters)

float getRoll() - returns current roll angle (in degrees)

float getPitch() - returns current pitch angle (in degrees)

float getYaw() - returns current yaw angle (in degrees). On each motors start (armMotors()) yaw angle 

reset to zero.

Usage example:: Arduino IDE > File > Examples > NanopixV7 > AltitudeColor

Controller joystick position retrieving:

int getRC_Roll() - return right stick horizontal position [ranged 1000-2000]

int getRC_Pitch() - return right stick vertical position [ranged 1000-2000]

int getRC_Throttle() - return left stick vertical position [ranged 1000-2000]

int getRC_Yaw() - return left stick horizontal position [ranged 1000-2000]

Nanopix API
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Manual movement controlling (like sticks manual control):

● void setPitch(float deg_angle, bool pitch_only = true) - set pitch angle in degrees in the range [-35, 

35]. pitch_only option enables special mode: all other movements (roll, yaw or altitude) will be 

stopped. Enabled by default.

● void setRoll(float deg_angle, bool roll_only = true) - set roll angle in degrees in range [-35, 35]. 

roll_only option enables special mode: all other movements (pitch, yaw or altitude) will be stopped. 

Enabled by default.

● void setYawSpeed(float speed_deg_sec) - set yaw rotation speed (around vertical axis) in 

degrees/second

● void setThrottle(float throttle) - set vertical speed in range [-1...1]. Value -1 is equivalent to 

downward movement with 30 cm/sec vertical speed. Value 1 is equivalent to upward movement with the 

same vertical speed.

Usage example: Arduino IDE > File > Example > NanopixV8 > SquareManualControl

Nanopix API
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Important: these functions do not wait for the end of the maneuver (non-blocking) and are 
active until another function is called. To stop movement call, for example: setYawSpeed(0);



Manual control mode while mission execution:

● void setAttitudeControlMode(AttitudeControlMode attitudeCtrlMode) - set attitude control mode 

(pitch, roll, yaw)

AttitudeControlMode:

1. OverrideMode - command override mode: commands from controller (or App) will be rejected, 

drone will be fully controlled from mission functions (like setRoll, setPitch, etc.)

2. FusionMode - commands from controller (or App) will be mixed with commands from mission, 

so you can control your drone within a mission.

Nanopix API
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Check arm/mission commands:
bool isArmCommandReceived() - true if (ARM) command received from 
Nanopad/PC/App.

bool isMissionTriggered() - true if (MISSION) command received from 
Nanopad/PC/App.

Print string to controller console:
void sendLogMsg(const char* str) - print string str to logs. You can see logs in 
several ways. In App you can enable logs via x5 taps to battery icon.
Logs in Nanopix Ground Station are enabled by default.

Usage example: Arduino IDE > File > Examples > NanopixV7 > LogOutput
  
  Reboot flight controller (STM32):

void rebootFlightController() - reboot main flight controller MCU 

(STM32), non-blocking call

Nanopix API
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